Making Mornings
Easier: Six Tips

Common Lawn Problems
by Bill Klutho
John Deere’s Groundskeeping Guru
(NAPSA)—If you’ve been
working hard on your lawn all
year—fertilizing, watering, aerating—but still can’t get it right,
you’re not alone. Even lawn care
experts experience turf troubles
now and then. Here are some
common problems and solutions
that might help you identify your
condition and lift your lawn to
new heights:
Q: I take care of my lawn,
but I’ve got bare spots. What
could be causing these?
—Barely There
A: Most likely, bare spots are
caused by shade, traffic or disease. Like any plant, grass needs
sunlight; so if your area is wellshaded, try planting a more
shade-tolerant variety of grass or
a ground cover. Aerate the area to
protect it against heavy traffic
(traffic compresses the soil). To
protect your grass from disease,
water infrequently but deeply,
keep your mower blade sharp,
mow often enough to cut only the
top third of the grass plant and
use a fertilizer with a high percentage of slow-release nitrogen.
Q: My lawn feels soft and
spongy. What’s wrong?
—An Old Softy
A: Chances are, you’ve got
thatch. A thin layer helps prevent
ground compaction and holds
moisture in the soil, but too thick
a layer holds back water, nutrients and air. You can use a
dethatching machine or a core
aerator to pull up excess thatch
and plugs of soil. If you aerate,
rake the plugs back over the lawn
as a top dressing. That will start a
mulching action that breaks down
thatch.

(NAPSA)—Weekday mornings
in a household with children and
working adults may never be
peaceful, but they can be easier,
promises Barbara Anderson,
Ed.D., vice president of education
for KinderCare Learning Centers,
which operates more than 1,250
early childhood education and
child care centers nationwide.

A dumping utility cart can help
you keep your lawn lovely.
Q: I thought grass was supposed to be green—but mine
doesn’t have as nice a color.
Why?
—Blue with Envy
A: It’s probably dehydrated.
Signs include bluish-green grass,
curling grass blades and foot
printing. Water your lawn an inch
a week to help keep it green,
healthy and strong.
Q: I’ve been seeding, watering and fertilizing, but my
lawn’s still not right. Do I not
have a green thumb?
—Eight Fingers
A: Don’t give up on those
thumbs yet; conduct a soil test.
Take random samples by digging
down six to eight inches and
removing organic matter, including grass blades, roots and stems.
Mix the soil and send it to a
county extension agent, university
turf specialist or soil-testing lab.
The lab should identify problem
areas and offer solutions.
The best way to solve a problem is to prevent it. Fertilizing in
the spring and fall, watering
appropriately, keeping your
mower maintained and following
the one-third rule of mowing will
help give your lawn the basics it
needs for a long and healthy life.
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Anderson offers these tips:
Plan ahead. Schedule afterschool activities. Lay out school
clothes, pack lunches, plan breakfasts, be sure homework is done
before bedtime.
Involve children in some decisions. Let them choose the red
shirt or the blue, Cheerios or Chex.
Motivate them. Experienced
moms swear by stickers or gold
stars, even an occasional piece of
candy as a reward for getting out
the door on time.
Be sure everyone gets enough
sleep.
Avoid anything that can wait.
Monday morning is not the time to
do a load of laundry or pick up toys.
Treat children with respect.
Like adults, some are morning
people, some aren’t. Anderson
says you’ll still have an occasional
bad morning, but it really does get
easier with a little planning.

Depression: It Happens
To A Lot Of Guys
(NAPSA)—Police sergeant Eric
Weaver is what people would call
a tough cop. He walked the beat
and even volunteered for SWAT
duty. But, what many of his fellow
officers did not know is that not a
day went by that Eric did not contemplate suicide.
Weaver is not alone. In 2000,
suicide was the third leading
cause of death among young
males, ages 10 to 24. Although
more women live with clinical
depression and attempt suicide,
men are four times as likely to
complete the act.
The National Institute of Mental Health (NIMH) estimates that
six million men in America are affected by depression each year
and many go undiagnosed.
While women may be more
likely to say they feel depressed or
sad, men are taught from childhood that talking about feelings is
a sign of weakness. As a result,
men may not be as likely to get
the help they need if they feel
depressed.
Men may not even recognize
symptoms of the illness—they often
experience symptoms of depression
differently than women do and
have different ways of coping.
They may report feeling tired
and irritable, loss of interest in
hobbies and difficulty sleeping
rather than feelings of sadness,
worthlessness and excessive guilt.
Men also are more likely to selfmedicate with drugs and alcohol
or bury themselves in work.

***
The difference between genius
and stupidity is that genius has
its limits.
—Unknown
***

“Men think they need to put on
a false bravado when they’re not
feeling well,” says Lydia Lewis,
president of the Depression and
Bipolar Support Alliance (DBSA).
“They think they can overcome
symptoms through willpower, but
they can’t, any more than a man
with asthma or hypertension can
overcome his symptoms through
willpower.”
Regardless of gender, depression
is a serious medical illness that
interferes with a person’s ability to
function. It isn’t merely something
someone can “snap out of.”
Fortunately, depression is treatable—as men become more educated that depression is an illness
and not a character weakness, more
may become willing to ask for help.
DBSA offers educational materials that are written for patients
in easy-to-understand language.
For more information on men and
depression or to find a support
group near you, call 800-826-3632
or visit www.DBSAlliance.org.
DBSA’s men and depression campaign is supported by a grant
from the American Psychiatric
Foundation.

***
The highest reward for man’s
toil is not what he gets for it,
but what he becomes by it.
—John Ruskin
***

***
Silence raises the dignity of the
wise and hides the stupidity of
the foolish.
—Hazrat Inayat Khan
***
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Students’ Most Important Sense: Sight
(NAPSA)—Petting the classroom rabbit, tasting an afternoon
snack, listening to a story,
smelling a budding flower, and
seeing words in a textbook—children use all five senses to learn in
the classroom. But if the words in
the textbook are blurry and hard
to read, much of a student’s efforts
will be spent making sense of a
blurry world—not on the lesson or
task at hand.
Studies indicate vision is the
key element (almost 80 percent) of
the learning process during a
child’s first 12 years. For children
who have undetected vision problems, the joy and discovery of
classroom learning can quickly
become a burden and something
to avoid.
The American Optometric
Association and the Vision Council of America encourage parents
to avoid possible future problems
in the classroom by taking their
children to the eye doctor. An
examination assesses whether the
eyes see clearly. “Vision screenings play a helpful role,” notes Dr.
Wesley E. Pittman, president of
the AOA, “but they should not
take the place of a comprehensive
eye exam from an eye doctor.”
During an examination, the eye
doctor makes sure the eyes are
able to work together, to focus
properly, and to move together.
These eye functions are necessary
for activities such as moving
across a page of print or following
a ball, and for healthy, productive
learning in the classroom.
Undetected vision problems are
easily overlooked by parents,
teachers, and children themselves. Children assume that
what they see is what everyone
sees—even when it’s blurry. If
your child exhibits any of the fol-

Parents can help avoid problems
in the classroom by taking their
children to the eye doctor.
lowing behaviors, consider making
an appointment for a comprehensive eye exam:
• Loses place while reading
• Avoids close work
• Holds reading material
closer than normal, brings it
closer while reading, or shifts it
often
• Tends to rub eyes
• Has headaches
• Turns or tilts head to use one
eye only
• Makes frequent reversals
when reading or writing
• Uses fingers to maintain
place when reading
• Omits or confuses small
words when reading
• Consistently performs below
potential.
Ensure that your children can
make the most of their five senses
in the classroom. Make an
appointment for an eye examination now. Please visit the American Optometric Association Web
site at www.aoa.org, or the Vision
Council of America Web site at
www.checkyearly.com for more
information.

A Good Plan Can Jump-start A Business
(NAPSA)—The opportunity to
own and manage a business is the
dream of many Americans. However, without adequate preparation, even the best idea for a business may not succeed. That’s
where a business plan comes in.
A strong business plan forces a
person to think through the basic
ideas behind the proposed venture
and the factors that can influence
it—both good and bad.
Sharing a business plan with
others can increase both a person’s motivation and accountability, when it comes to following
through on their dream. Plus,
once the plan is written down, it
can be followed step by step, much
like a road map that can lead you
toward your goal.
One way to jump-start a business plan is by using a workbook
prepared by an organization
described as “Counselors to America’s Small Business.”
Since 1964 the organization,
SCORE, has assisted more than
6.5 million entrepreneurs and
small-business owners through
counseling and business workshops. More than 10,500 volunteer business counselors serve
communities by offering education
for entrepreneurs.
The workbook, “How To Really
Start Your Own Business,” provides guidance on general business planning, financing, using
technology and other key topics.
According to Ken Yancey,

A strong business plan forces a
person to think through the factors that can influence a proposed venture.
SCORE CEO, “A sound business
plan is essential to increasing the
chances of success for the aspiring
entrepreneur. Start-up business
owners in need of financing will
see that lending institutions frequently ask to see a business plan
as part of the loan application
process.”
Yancey added that the workbook provides fundamental information on financing to give entrepreneurs a helping hand as they
start out.
Copies of the workbook, sponsored by The Company Corporation, are available, free, at
SCORE chapters. For more information about starting or operating a small business, call 1-870634-0245 or visit the Web site at
www.score.org.

